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/EINPresswire.com/ A Portfolio Prophet

Review unveils that Bill and Greg

Poulos at Profits Run, Inc. have just

released their new revamped web-

based login ETF trade alert software

(exchange traded funds).

PortfolioProphet is a trading course

and software to benefit investors who

are interested in trading ETFs. The

creative geniuses behind this product

spent six months researching,

developing and testing the software

and course before it became fit to the

public. 

Why should investors believe in

Portfolio Prophet? Basically, the course

and software is aimed at making

investors comfortable with including

ETFs in their investment options. The

product is also geared towards guiding

them towards the right path so that

they can benefit from the profit

potential that exists in the market. Of

course, this includes methods for

reducing risk and mapping out their

long-term goals. 

The useful methods taught by the

Portfolio Prophet review can be

learned by investors in their own

homes. It is the software that contains

the important ETF trading secret that

can lead to bigger profits if the

methods are used the right way.

Additionally, the product provides a

http://www.prweb.com/releases/portfolio-prophet/bill-poulos-review/prweb10517781.htm
http://portfolioprophetreview.org


feature that allows a bar-by-bar trade analysis so that investors can see how easy it is to trade

ETFs with the use of the method. Furthermore, Portfolio Prophet features the proprietary

formula called the “Fast Filter Technique”. This formula filters the ETFs that are not good for

investors’ portfolios decreasing trading risk loss.

The investors who have used Portfolio Prophet to trade ETFs can attest to its effectiveness. This

can be surmised through the reviews that abound about this useful software and trading course.

One of the common denominators of their reviews is about how this product predicts the most

profitable ETF markets so that investors can avoid another market crash that will surely come in

the future. 

In conclusion, Portfolio Prophet is a useful tool even for traders and investors who want to

branch out to ETF trading. The way it predicts the emerging mini-trends can give investors the

extra push to improve their chances for success.   

Get instant access to the Portfolio Prophet trade alert software at the official website here.  

Visit http://portfolioprophetreview.org for more information, a complete review, and updates.
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